
Match Report 

Shepherd Neame Kent Cup 

Westcombe Park RFC 20 v Maidstone FC 33 

Played at Goddington Dene, Orpington, Saturday 24th Jan, 2015 

 

It has been almost four months since Maidstone’s convincing first round win at Dunstonians  

in this season’s competition and Saturday saw them travel to Goddington Dene to take on a 

Westcombe Park outfit  that currently ply their trade two divisions above the county town club 

in National Div 3(SE).  The pre match build-up had seen Combe looking to play down the dis-

parity in the respective league status, citing their own recent stuttering form against Maid-

stone’s currently successful season; alt-

hough for the visitors the fixture provided a 

good gauge of their progress as a team.  

That said, this was clash between two sides 

that probably held a very different perspec-

tive on the match, for Maidstone, with 

“everything to play for and everything to 

gain” against a ’Combe’ side who had 

“everything to play for and everything to 

lose”. 

With the match played on a good surface for 

the time of year and in bright crisp conditions this was a competitive encounter with Maid-

stone holding the upper hand for substantial periods of the match.  With the first period ending 

with just a point separating the two sides in the 15-14 half-time scoreline. It was the visitors 

second half performance that sealed the win as they dominated for large periods and took the 

lead at the end of the third quarter, sealing victory with two tries in quick succession midway 

through the final stanza to post a notable 20-33 win. 

Maidstone are still competing in three competitions, the tournament may feature third on 

club's priority list, but they weren’t taking the fixture lightly and fielded a full strength squad for 

the match, with the changes being largely a rotation between the starting side and the bench.  

Luke Debnam started in the front row with Joel 

Byford on the bench, whilst Jack Lamb returned 

on the back row and Ben Brill in the second row 

alongside James Iles.  Olly Newton came in on 

the wing in a largely unchanged back division, 

and the four man bench featured the returning 

Lucien Morosan alongside Nick Bunyan, Matt 

Davies and Byford. 

There is nothing like giving the favourites and 



hosts a head start, but that is just what 

Maidstone did, as inside the opening 

two minutes they gifted Combe the 

opening score; having received the 

kick off and having two clearance 

kicks in quick succession charged 

down allowing Combe to touch down 

the loose ball for a converted try and 

an early 7-0 lead.  This was perhaps 

the wakeup call that Maidstone need-

ed and an indication of the pace at 

which the game is played as you 

move up the levels, as from the restart they appeared more focussed and in control of their 

game. 

Maidstone responded midway through the opening quarter after pressure on the Combe 

scrum saw the ball turned over and Nick Childs skip through the defence to touchdown under 

the posts, with the conversion bringing the scores level.  Maidstone then had the opportunity 

to take the lead after 20 minutes, but a Childs penalty attempt drifted wide of the posts. 

Westcombe Pk took the advantage again 

on the half-hour after Maidstone had in-

fringed, the subsequent penalty lineout on 

the visitors 22m saw the ball moved quick-

ly by the Combe back line and the outside 

centre finding space to cross wide on the 

left, with the kick unsuccessful the score 

sat at 12-7. 

The Maidstone response was almost im-

mediate as the made their way back into 

the Combe 22m, a free-kick infringement 

15m out by the hosts provided the opportunity, with Mike Werahiko taking a quick tap to feed 

Eddie Cranston to drive over the line with skipper Ben Williams getting the touchdown and 

Childs adding the extras. 

The closing minutes of the half saw both sides applying pressure with first Combe camped 

on the Maidstone line and whilst the visiting defence held, in the end they were penalised by 

referee Hayward in front of their posts and Combe duly accepted the three points on offer for 

a 15-14 lead 

Going into added time it was the visitors turn 

to put the hosts under pressure with penalty 

infringements seeing the referee brandish 

what was the first of 4 yellow cards in the 

match, reducing Combe to fourteen men.  

Maidstone looked to capitalise with first skip-

per Williams held up short of the try line and 

winger Alex Eastwood bundled into touch in 

the corner in the last play of the half.  With 

only a point separating the two sides at the 

interval the question for Combe would be ‘was 

one point enough with a competitive Maidstone having the advantage of the slope in the sec-

ond period’? 

With the restart for the second half Maidstone again handed the advantage to Combe with 

the kick not travelling the required 10m.  The visitors then had to weather the early storm until 

a break by Josh Pankhurst, who picked up the Man of the Match award, took Maidstone up 

to halfway.  A midfield scrum saw Childs release  Werahiko who was eventually hauled down 

ten metres short of the line, but Maidstone were now in opposition territory and operating on 

the front foot.  With Byford now on in the front row for Debnam, Maidstone applied some con-



certed pressure, and whilst drives by Byford, Williams and Cranston 

down the right flank were thwarted,  quick recycled ball saw Jamie Peri-

go hitting the line at pace to breach the home defence to the left of the 

posts at the end of the third quarter, with Childs adding the extras the 

visitors had a 15-21 advantage. 

Maidstone were now in the ascendency and using the slope to their ad-

vantage, but a yellow card for Cranston when the visitors were on the 

attack handed the momentum back to the hosts as the subsequent pen-

alty allowed them to gain field position in the Maidstone 22m.  With 

Maidstone now fiercely defending their line, fresh legs were injected with 

Davies on for Lamb in the back row. 

Having weathered the storm, Maidstone were returned to full complement just after Combe had lost their second player to 

the ‘bin’ and they made the advantage tell. Midway through the final quarter a midfield scrum saw Maidstone drive forward, 

with scrum-half Childs then picking up from the base to break down the centre of the pitch, a deft chip over the last man 

saw him collect his own kick to dive over under the posts for a converted try and a 15-28 advantage.   

Within three minutes the visitors had effectively killed the game off, as they received the restart and set up good quick ball 

on the halfway line, with Childs releasing the back line, quick hands and a perfectly timed pass by Van de Velde saw the 

ball with winger Olly Newton, who beat two defenders wide on the left from 40m out to cross midway out from the posts; 

although the conversion fell just short Maidstone now had a significant 15-33 advantage. 

The closing minutes saw Combe playing catch up rugby, with Maidstone’s defence doing enough to disrupt their continuity, 

although a free kick awarded close to the visitor’s line saw Combe take a quick tap and burrow over in the left corner to 

reduce the deficit to 20-33.  Whilst the hosts continued to attack and Maidstone lost Davies to a yellow card as the game 

went into stoppage time, the visitors had done enough to post a convincing victory. 

In summary, Maidstone looked competitive at this level and were probably the more penetrative of the sides in open play.  

This combined with solid set piece and a resolute defence that disrupted the opposition’s continuity gave them sufficient 

advantage to capitalise and execute  the majority of the opportunities they created; something they can carry forward to 

their next two important league games with confidence. 

Maidstone return to league action next week as they face league rivals Medway in London 2(SE). 

Maidstone:  Williams, Pankhurst, Debnam, Brill, Iles J, Lamb, Cranston, Werahiko, Childs, Skelton, Newton, Perigo, Van 

de Velde, Eastwood, Douglas.   Replacements:   Byford, Davies (both used) Bunyan, Morosan (both not used) 


